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[Ed.'s note: This is thethirdandfinal articleina series, funded
byagrant from theNewYork State Council on theArts Media
Program, on individuals who have been important in the
exhibition, distribution, and expansion of video artand com-
munityvideo. The firstarticle, `The WhitneyMuseum and the
Shaping of Video Art. An Interview with John Hanhardt "ap-
peared in Afterimage, May 1983. The secondarticle, An In-
terview with George Stoney,"appeared in Afterimage, Janu-
ary 1984.]

Ever since Marshall McLuhan has become a household name,
people have become aware of the tremendousforce, both actualand
potential ;that TV is having and will have on their lives .
The machine is obsolescent . Magazines, books, newspapers and

other publications making useofthewrittenwordas we have known it
are threatened . The relationships of nations, classes, generations
and individuals are deeply affected . Education will be revolutionized,
schools transformed if not eliminated (why interrupt your child's edu-
cation bysending himto school?) . TV is at thecause,or at least at the
root of the cause, of all of these changes that are transforming our
civilization .
Why has not art been affected by this pervading influence?

Perhaps quite simply because, up until now the time was not right .
Perhaps it had to await the maturing of the generation who were in
theirsub-teens in the 1950's, thosewho were "brought up"on TV . . . .
As in every generation, some were artists. These have been at work
for two, three, five and even more years, scrounging around second
hand shops for parts, working with TV becausethey were fascinated
by the results they were able to achieve, and because they sensed
the potential of TV as the medium for theirexpression .'

-Howard Wise

Howard Wiseisoneof the people whois responsible forthe idea ofan
alternative television2

-Frank Gillette

'TV as a Creative Medium" was a catalytic event around which a
video art community began to coalesce . New names and faces had
appeared on the scene everyyear since 1965, but until the Spring of
'69 there had been no center, no real cohesion, nosenseofacommu-
nity of purpose. After the show at the Howard Wise Gallery, it was
possible to identify oneself as a video artist, and to recognize other
video artists3

-Davidson Gigliotti

The shape and direction of video art's accelerated growth,
since virtual nonexistence in the mid-'60s up to the present,
has been influenced primarily by the priorities of major fund-
ers-the NewYork State Councilon the Arts, the Rockefeller
Foundation, the National Endowment for the Arts, among
others . It has maturedwithout the bevyofindividual collectors
who support more established forms such as painting and
sculpture. Within video's media arts centers and funding or-
ganizations, there are many advocates, administrators, and
curators who provide an infrastructure which enables artists
to produce and distribute work, often doing so with little pub-
licity or recognition . In this realm, Howard Wise stands out as
an individual benefactor who preceded and has sup-
plemented private foundations and public monies. He has
been a central figure in the visibility, production, and accep-
tance of video art. For almost 20 years, he has been one of
the few patrons of video art .
On May 17, 1969, ashow whichwas to become the semi-

nal exhibition of video art in the U.S . opened at the Howard
Wise Gallery in NewYorkCity . Thatexhibition, "TVas aCrea-
tive Medium," effectively pointed to the diverse potential of a
new art form and social tool . Subsequently, the show became
renowned for the inspiration it provided for many artists and
future advocates of video. The artists represented in the
show, afew of whom are still involved in the medium today,
came from varied backgrounds-painting, filmmaking, nu-
clear physics, avant-garde music and performance, kinetic
and light sculpture-and their approaches presented a
primer of the directions which video would soon take.
Theoretically, they variously saw video as viewer participa-
tion, a spiritual and meditative experience, a mirror, an elec-
tronic palette, a kinetic sculpture, or a cultural machine to be
deconstructed. Ripe with ideas and armed with a heady op-
timism about thefuture of communications, these artists used
video as an information tool and as ameans of gaining under-
standing and control of television, not solely as an art form . In
"TV as a Creative Medium" alternative television was pre-
sented as a stepping stone to the promised communications
utopia.

Despite such non-aesthetic concernsamong first genera-
tion videomakers, the exhibition signaled the emergence of a
definition of video as an art medium. By 1969, Wise had es-
tablished himself as a central figure in what has come to be
known as the "art and technology" movement . His 57th St .
gallery was one of the main showcases for kinetic and light
sculpture, and initially Wise looked upon video as a kind of
light work, an extension of kineticism . In 1969 he wrote, "Most
Americans already have potential kinetic art right in their own
living rooms: Television is kinetic art-it needs only to be 'or-
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dered' by an artist ."4 Wise's step into electronic art, however,
was an irreversible one. Within a year and ahalf after "TV asa
Creative Medium" he closed his gallery and began plans for
an organization designed to foster the work of video artists
and their use of new technologies . That organization eventu-
ally became known as Electronic Arts Intermix (EAI).

Howard is agentleman, which is rare in the art world . To appreciate
him you have to be a little old-fashioned. He is theproductofanother
and slightly more gracious age.s

-Davidson Gigliotd

Howard was very important because hewentagainst the mainstream
in his gallery.

-WilloughbySharp

Howard was luckyto be born in the best time of American capitalism .
He is a perfect balance of money and aesthetic.'

-Nam June Paik

Howard Wise with Stainless Steel Fountain, by Len Lye. Photograph
by Mottk Weissman .

Howard Wise was born on Nov. 6, 1903, in Cleveland, Ohio .
He went to Europe for five years in the'20s, studied art at the
Louvre and the Sorbonne and French, history, and constitu-
tional law at Cambridge University in England.s Upon his re-
turn to Cleveland, Wise went to work for his family's firm, the
Arco Company, which manufactured industrial coatings . He
successfully ran the company for 25 years, substantially ex-
panding the business .

My fatherresigned during the Depression, so I had that responsibility
atan early age. Like anyotherbusiness, the Depressionhad hurt usa
lot and we had a lot of labor unrest among the 300-400employees. I
decided that I had better take a good look at the situation, and I gotin
touch with a labor consultant . He suggested that since we were a re-
latively small business we could keep an intimate relationship with
the employees, so I did that. We had 10-year and 25-year clubs, and
when it came my turn to get the gold insignia, or whatever it was, for
my 25 years with the company I realized, "My God, 25 years," and I
decided to quit . 9

Wise sold the company and renewed his interest in paint-
ing :

I thought I wouldcombine myartistic experience with my business ex-
perience and start agallery in Cleveland becausethere really wasno
gallery of any staturethere. I felt thatCleveland was artistically avery
closed and ingrown community. The only real modern work thatwas
shown was local work . My objective in opening agallery in Cleveland
was to bring the art from various centers in Europe and America.

In 1957 Wise founded the Howard Wise Galleryof Present
Day Painting and Sculpture. For several years he exhibited
contemporary painting and sculpture from several European
galleries and selections from larger shows at established in-
stitutions, such as "8 Painters of the Galerie Arnaud, Paris,"
"18 Painters of the 1958 Pittsburgh International," and
"Selections from the 1958-59 Whitney Annual." The Cleve-
land gallery operated for five to six years, and, while still run-
ning it, Wise opened the Howard Wise Gallery on the second
floor at 50 W. 57th St . in early 1960.' °

It is hard to imagine how different the art world in NewYork
was in the early '60s compared to today. With many fewer
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galleries, any newly established showcase received a signifi-
cant amount of attention. Wise began operations on 57th St .
only three years after Leo Castelli opened his first gallery on
77th St . Soho was still an industrial district, andthebulkofim-
portant galleries were on Madison Ave. and E. 57th St.
Beyond -these commercial, uptown galleries, there existed
only afew on 10th St . ; several artist cooperatives and small,
noncommercial galleries operated and coordinated efforts
comprising an alternative exhibition scene similar to the gal-
leries on the Lower East Side today. In 1960 the zenith of
Abstract Expressionism was past, and the art world was
slowly beginning to decentralize into diverse movements.
Frank Gillette describes the arrival of Howard Wise in the art
community as signifying "the antithesis of 10th St. Howard
was, at first, like a pariah uptown . He wasvery midwestem
and his gallery had wall-to-wall carpeting."
Wiseinaugurated his NewYorkgalleryby showing Expres-

sionist paintings, including work by Milton Resnick and
George McNeil, and for about ayear and a half, Wise com-
muted between Cleveland and NewYork. InJanuary 1961 he
presented an exhibit of three kinetic artists-Yaacov Agam,
Len Lye, and Jean Tinguely-in the Cleveland gallery, with
the title of "Movement in Art." Coincidentally and almost
simultaneously (although unbeknown to Wise until . it
opened), Amsterdam's Stedelijk Museum held a major sur-
vey of 72 artists working in kinetic sculpture, organized by
Pontus Hulten, called "Art in Motion," of which Tinguely's
work was the centerpiece." Like video artists in the early
1970s, artists working with kinetic and light sculpture articu-
lated early '60s optimism : the future of artwasproclaimed as
an alliance between artistic and technical concerns ; the
machine was paramount.

Kinetic and light sculpture represent two distinct yet over-
lapping movements, because, quitesimply, most lightwork is
inherently kinetic . The genesis of kinetic work can be traced
to the '20s when Bauhaus artist LAsz16 Moholy-Nagy and
U.S . artist Thomas Wilfred began exploring the artistic poten-
tial of light . Moholy-Nagy built his Light-Space Modulator be-
tween 1922 and 1930 . It is a complexpiececomprised ofvari-
ous light bulbs and reflective andfiltering surfaces,which was
rebuilt in the 1960s-and exhibited in 1970 at Howard Wise
Gallery . Wilfred is considered by many to be the U.S . pioneer
of light sculpture, or what he termed "Lumia ." Wilfred built a
Clavilux in the early 1920s, whichwasdescribed by Howard
Wise Galleryas "an organ-like instrument ofsliding keys con-
trolling optical elements (lenses, colorfilters, mirrors, prisms
and projectors)" which produced images on a theater-sized
screen . Soon after, Wilfred designed a self-contained, auto-
matically operated Clavilux on which he exhibited newcom-
positions. In many ways, the roots of kinetic sculpture date to
1913 when Marcel Duchamp put a bicycle wheel on a stool
and named it Bicycle Wheel, and Alexander Calder began
constructing his famed mobiles in the '30s .

In the late 1950s and early '60s, kinetic and light works
began to reemerge . Both Wise and Douglas MacAgy, an art
historian and curator who worked with Wise when he began
to explore these new media, as well as others involved in this
movement, saw light sculpture as an extension of Impres-
sionism-a movement which took light as its subject mat-
ter-and kineticism as an outgrowth of Futurism, which at-
tempted to depict motion on canvas . In Europe, kinetic and
light works were produced by several art collectives such as
Group Zero in Dusseldorf, the Groupe de Recherche d'Art
Visuel (of which Julio Le Parc was a member) in Paris, and
encouraged byestablishments such as the Denise Ren6 Gal-
lery in Paris, which held an important early exhibition called
"Le Moveement" in 1955 . Swiss artist Jean Tinguely received
a great deal of attention with his notorious self-destructing
sculpture-event "Hommage to New York" at the Museum of
Modern Art in 1960, but most kinetic artists were less
heralded at the time .
The renewed interest in artistic machines in the early

1960s can be attributed .to the proliferation and sophisticption
of available hardware as well as arenewed fascination with
technology . With characteristic aplomb, Wise defined this
emergence as also attributable to a specific Manhattan
phenomenon :

Two circumstances enabled the artist to use actual natural
phenomena in his work, making kinetic light artpossible . Thefirstwas
the development of devices by modern technology that permit the
control, transmission, and transformation of energy. Among these
are small, geared electric motors; high-intensity light bulbs;proximity
switches ; polarized light analyzers; diodes ; transistors and other
miniaturized components . The second was the existence in New
York of Canal Street and its many little shops where surplus elec-
tronic components, plastics, motors, etc. are plentifully available at
far below original costs."

Eventually, the Howard Wise Gallery became a central
exhibition space for artists who worked in light, motion, and
sound. After several years, Wise made a clear break with
painting when he presented "On the Move," in hiswords, "the
first U.S . survey exhibition of contemporary kinetic art" in
1964 . The show included many artists who emerged as im-
portant figures in the medium : Agam, Calder, Ivan Cher-
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mayeff, Le Parc, George Rickey, Takis, and Tinguely . Later
that year Wise exhibited the core members of Group Zero
which included Heinz Mack, Otto Piene (now director of the
Centerfor Advanced Visual Studies at the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology), and Gunther Uecker." Willoughby
Sharp, who was involved in the growth of what he terms
"kineticism," describes Group Zero as "the first artist collec-
tive concerned with movement after the Second World
War . . . Zero quickly arrived at an esthetic sensibility devoted
to expressing dynamic, organic relationships through con-
crete, objective means. . . ." 14 In the Wise Gallery show,
Piene exhibited paintings produced with oil paint and smoke;
Mack showed kinetic light pieces using aluminum, mirrors,
and water: Uecker presented kinetic sculptures comprised
of white canvas and nails.
Anumber of artists associated with the Howard Wise Gal-

lery could be identified as a central group in the art and tech-
nology movement : Wen-Ying Tsai, whose "Cybernetic
Sculpture" consisted of graceful steel rods or polished metal
plates which vibrated according to the viewer's proximity,
sound, or an eternal light ; Le Parc, whocaused a stir in 1966
by winning the Grand Prix at the Venice Biennale shortly after
Wise gave him a large show15 ; Lye, who was well-known for
his abstract animated films as well as his kinetic sculpture ;
and Howard Jones, a light and sound sculptor . In February
1967 the gallery exhibited "Lights in Orbit," a popular survey
of light work which included work by Jones, Le Parc, Mack,
Piene, Takis, Uecker, USCG, and Wilfred, as well as several
artists who soon after began experimentations with televi-
sion : Jackie Cassen, Rudi Stern, Earl Reiback, Thomas Tad-
lock, and Nam June Paik, who had been working with televi-
sion since 1963 . David Shirley wrote in Newsweek,

The Howard Wise Gallery . . . usually serene, is pulsating, flashing,
glowing and vibrating these days like the movies' old dream of the
mad scientist's laboratory. Strobe lights rake the walls and rotating
gel wheels filter gigantic spots in all directions. Sporadically, laser
beams, polarized light and polyester films flash projections of weird
color patterns . Said one visitor, as he blinked his way out of the gal-
lery : "it was like being inside a kaleidoscope ." '6

"Lights in Orbit" and other survey exhibitions Wise spon-
sored sustained and reinforcedtheseart movements, placing
the work in contexts which helped viewers understand these
media. Certain museums started to pay attention to light and
kinetic sculpture, and an expanded version of "Lights in
Orbit," entitled "Light/Motion/Space," was exhibited later in
1967 at the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis and at the Mil-
waukee Art Center . In December 1967, Wise opened his last
extensive groupshow of light sculpture, "Festival of Lights," in
which Paik, Serge Boutourline, and Aldo Tambellini exhibited
sculptures incorporating television sets." In his review of
"Festival of Lights"in theNew York Times, Hilton Kramer rep-
resented one prevalent critical reaction to kinetic sculpture ..

In this particular artistic mode it is machines rather than the artists
who have artistic identities. In thedarkened gallerywe see numerous
color-television images tracing a great variety of abstract patterns,
and there are constructions of many kinds that reflect, manipulate
and projectlight in predictably unpredictable ways. Agreatdeal of in-
vention and ingenuity has clearly been investea in these works, and
as a gallery ensemble they are fun to look at-for afew minutes.' 8

In many ways, Howard Wise was an anomaly in the 1960s
NewYork art world. He did not promote art with the intention
of making money; he had already acquired his fortune. Run-
ning a gallery for his personal interest and enjoyment, which
he supported in part by taking no personal salary, Wise could
be described as a patron who could afford to support work
which experimented with new technologies, work which ig-
nored current aesthetic fashions. Nam June Paik recalls that
when he came to NewYork in the early '60s, he was told that
the Howard Wise Gallery "is a very good gallery that never

Installation view of "On the Move" (1964) . The show was the first U.S . survey exhibition of contemporary kinetic art . Photograph by Geoffrey
Clements . This and all installation views from the Howard Wise Gallery .

sells." He characterizes the gallery as an exception to the
norm : "Howard was different. He was generous ." However,
Howard Wise Gallery did sell ; in fact, it sold Paik's first piece,
Participation TV in 1969 to David Bermant, which was the
only piece Paik sold for some time thereafter . Wise's best
customers were J. Patrick Lannan, a collector from Palm
Beach, Fla. ; Malcolm Forbes, the owner of Forbesmagazine,
who has a large underground gallery filled with kinetic and
light sculpture at his estate in Far Hills, N.J . ;` and Bermant,
an owner of shopping malls who still collects and commis-
sions art using technology . Bermant describes Wise as "an
eminently fair gallery dealer, ,20 and recalls that when he first
began buying sculpture to exhibit in hisshopping centers, the
Wise Gallery was the most important source . According to
Bermant, Wise's prices were reasonable, charging anywhere
from $2,000 to $6,000 .
Some of Wise's reasons for choosing a career as a gallery

ownerare revealed in variousannouncements forthe gallery ;
they are playful, eccentric, and personal compared to the
usual PR fare . The announcement for a 1965 exhibition of
computer-generated pictures by Bela Julesz and Michael
Noll consisted of four computer cards. The press release for
"Summer Lights" in 1968 begins, "Rarely,-but nevertheless
nowand then, because one does notexpect too much, one is
pleasantly surprised." In another 1968 release, after a quote
from "Ecclesiastes," "Buttime andchancehappeneth to them
all," Wise wrote,

A season's program hangs on the Ecclesiastical 'but.' In months
ahead time and perhaps chance are bringing light to the Wise Gal-
lery . It was perhaps by chance that many artistson several continents
are choosing this time to reintroduce light as a dominant formal com-
ponent after the long lapse since Impressionism.

Wise's genuine interest in new technologies soon led him to
electronics, and in early 1969 he began to explore artists'

television . By 1969, video was gaining a furious if somewhat
limited momentum as more artists began to use portapaks. In
New York a small interconnected group exchanged ideas
and equipment: Paul Ryan, a research assistant with Mar-
shall McLuhan at Fordham University, lent Fordham's equip-
mentto Frank Gillette, a painter; filmmaker Ira Schneider met
Gillette at a party and later taught a video workshop at An-
tioch College with Gillette . At that time Eric Siegel was work-
ing alone, experimenting with television hardware, and Les
Levine, Tambellini, and Paik had begun exhibiting video
work .

The younger generation has rebelled againstits elders in thehome . It
has stormed the campuses . About the only target remaining in loco
parentis is that preoccupierof youth, television . Lastweek the televi-
sion generation struck there too, but the rebellion was half in
fun . . . Within theconfines oftwo rooms, 25TV sets glare and blareat
one another. The ten artists, all in their 20s or 30s, are sculptors from
the Kinetic School, research proteges of Marshall McLuhan or elec-
tronics experimenters, united by disgust with usual TV fare .21

-MichaelShamberg
Time, May 30, 1969

The Moorman-Paik collaboration is obviously the show-stopper of
this quite dazzling exhibition in which artists . . . offer their own TV
fare, most of it far more engaging than anything the TV camera re-
cords .

-John Gruen
New York, June 9, 1969

I think it can be said without too much doubtthat this exhibit is as im-
portant to the use of the medium as an aesthetic expansion as the
1913 Armory Exhibitwas to modern painting and sculpture .

-Joseph Schwartz
The JerseyJournal, June 12, 1969

While the point of 'TV as aCreative Medium" is to humanize technol-
ogy, the technology remains the problem. The total effect of the

Left: installation view of Cybernetic Sculpture (1968), by Wen-YingTsai.The steel rods and polished metal plates vibrated according to the viewer's proximity, sound, or an eternal light.Photograph by Eric Pollitzer .
Right: installation view of Electronic Zen Tri-ColorMoon (1967), by NamJune Paik . From "Festival of Lights" (1967), agroup show of light and sculpture. Photograph by Bernard Gotfryd .



Left: Installation view of Wipe Cycle (1969), by Frank Gillette and Ira Schneider. Live images of viewers were intercut with
broadcast images : at periodic intervals the screens were wiped blank . Photograph by Howard Wise . Top right : framefrom Ar-
chetron (1968), by Thomas Tadlock. A largeconsole consisting of three monitors and an elaborate system of mirrors and fil-
ters created kaleidoscopic imagery from broadcast TV. Bottom right : frame from Einstein (1968), a manipulated image se-
quence of Albert Einstein's face, by Eric Siegel . All from "TV as a Creative Medium ."

show-the "participation television" contributions notwithstanding-
is off-putting. It is, fromone point of view at least, a collection of tech-
nical detaHs waiting for a unifying aesthetic genius .

-Stephanie Harrington
The Village Voice, May 29, 1969

In 1968 Siegel had shown his videotape Psychedelevision at
Channel One, avideo theater in NewYork City . He remem-
bers that Tadlock told Wise about his work, and the gallery
owner came to see it. He showed Wise several pieces, "but
only the Einstein piece really turned him on."' Wise asked
Siegel if he could do the same piece in color, and gave him
$200 to buy a color TV setto build it . Like Siegel, many ofthe
artists in "TV as a Creative Medium" were surprised when
Wise paid them to complete their projects included in his
show. For some, it was the first time that anyone had paid
them for their work .
The work in "TV as a Creative Medium" may have ap-

peared to a casual observer as electronic versions of light
sculpture, but, in fact, the show represented a broad range of
ideas and approaches . Siegel, for instance, "was struck by
the fact that every individual was doing something different
from the next-there were no similarities ." In retrospect, the
exhibition was important not only as a first, but also as pro-
totypical of much video made in the following years.
The centerpiece of "TV as a Creative Medium" was Wipe

Cycle, by Gillette and Schneider, which greeted viewers upon
their entry into the gallery from the elevator . The piece con-
sisted of a grid of nine monitors ; a camera hidden amid the
monitors fed a live image to the center screen . This image
was switched to the outer monitors in eight- and 16-second
intervals so that at any given time the viewers could see
themselves eight or 16seconds before . These live images in-
tercut with broadcast images, and at periodic intervals the
screens were wiped blank. Wipe Cycle was one of the first

video installations to involve the viewer in an active role on
the screen23 it provided an element ofsurprise and its corre-
lation between the viewer's image and broadcast imagery
emphasized the individual's relationship to information . Gil-
lette described the piece as

atelevision mural designed to engageandintegrate theviewer's tele-
vision "image" at three separate points in time and five exchanging
points in space . . . The intent of this overloading (something like a
play within a play within a play) is to escape the automatic "informa-
tion"experience of commercial television withouttotally divesting it of
its usual content. 2°

Wipe Cycle remains acomplex and intriguing work . As critic
Richard Kostelanetz wrote, "The spectator feels caught in an
intelligent, watchful, oblivious system whose incessant and
variable observations remain compelling and mysterious
even after their operation is explained." 25

Another outstanding work in the exhibition was Paik's TV
Bra for Living Sculpture, an ongoing performance by avant-
gardecellist Charlotte Moorman. Wise had followed thework
of Moorman and Paik for several years. When the duowasar-
rested in 1967 at the Film-Maker's Cinematheque during a
performance of Paik's Opera Sextronique '26 Wise allowed
Moorman to conduct apress conference in his gallery, pro-
viding her with the respectable background of the 57th St. art
establishment as she stated her case. In "TV as a Creative
Medium" Paik premiered both Participation TV, and TV Bra
(Moorman still performs the latter) . "Wewere all surprised by
the response to that piece," she says, "it is so popular."27 In
TV Bra, Moorman wears two small TV sets on her breasts
while playing the cello . As she plays, her music alters the im-
agery on the monitors . Participation TVis an interactive piece
with images of viewers generated in different colors on sev-
eral monitors.

Installation view of TVBra forLiving Sculpture (1969), by Nam June Paik, performed byCharlotte Moorman. Wearing two small TV sets on her
breasts while playing the cello, Moorman's music altered the imageryon the monitors . From "TVas aCreative Medium" (1969) . Photograph by
Tom McCarthy .
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Many of the works in "TV as a Creative Medium" involved
restructuring television sets . In John Serry's TV Time Cap-
sule a TV set was cast in clear plastic so that its insides were
made visible . The set played continuously, burning itself out
twice during the show . Wrote Seery, "When the TV stops
functioning the work is complete ."28 In Three Experiments
within the TV Tube, Earl Reiback, a light sculpture prot6g6 of
Wilfred, whose background was nuclear engineering,
painted the wall of a television tube with color phosphors.
Viewers of his Electron Beam could manipulate an external
magnet to effect the phosphors' movements. In Suspension
and Thrust this technique was applied to broadcast televi-
sion .
Other works dealt with the potential to incorporate art into

commercial television and the consumer environment. AC/
TV (Audio-Controlled Television), by Joe Weintraub, was a
device which translated "music into a complex kinetic image
on the screen of any color TV."' Tadlock's Archetron pre-
sented a large console consisting of three monitors and an
elaborate system of mirrorsand filtersto create kaleidoscopic
imagery from broadcast TV . "It is not possible for this artist,
(or any other using the Archetron)," wrote Wise in the exhibi-
tion brochure, "in effect to create simultaneously works of art
on TV screens in countless homes." Boutourline's Teledis-
cretion contained four television sets lined up on a wall, con-
trolled by a switch which allowed viewers to choose among
broadcast programs and a videotape by Boutourline and
Wynn Chamberlain . The emphasis on the role of the viewer
and the viewer's freedom to choose in all of these works indi-
cates the hands-on, take-control-of-television attitude which
informed much early video art .

Several other pieces in the show concentrated on abstract
electronic imagery and image/sound relationships. Black
Spiral, byAldoTambellini, was produced in collaboration with
Bell Laboratories . It is a riveting videotape that filmmaker
and critic Jud Yalkut has described as "a high-contrast spiral-
ling white light, [which] shimmers, radiates, contracts, twists
in orgasmic ecstasy, dwindles to nothing, and blazes forth
again on the black video field." 3o Siegel's Psychedelevision
in Color' consisted of three tapes: Einstein, a manipulated
image sequence of Albert Einstein's face, where his features
radiate color and abstract imagery; Symphonyofthe Planets ;
and Tomorrow Never Knows, accompanied by the Beatles
song. Both of the latter tapes display psychedelic imagery in
conjunction with music, and Siegel jokingly refers to Tomor-
rowNeverKnows, as "a kind of very early rock video." Today,
however, thisworklooks like much more . Siegel's exploration
of relationships between abstract imagery and sound entails
sophistication not unlike that in the experimental films of
Oskar Fischinger .

Completing the variety of work in "TV as a Creative
Medium" was Everyman's MobiusStrip, by Paul Ryan (who,
along with Gillette, was soon to become the theoretical mover
in the video collective Raindance) . Working with McLuhan,
Ryan wasexploring video as a psychological mirror, a social
tool, and acommunications device . Yalkut described Ryan's
piece:

You are sitting in a curtained booth on a stool, a TV aperture hangs
before you like asurrealistic pictureframe, beyond which the portable
video camera sits and observes, as you are prodded ever so gently
by calculatedly stimulating questions: "React to the following people :
Nixon, your mother, Eldridge Cleaver, Teddy Kennedy, you. . . for the
next ten seconds, do what you want . . . now let your face be sad. . ."
You watch yourself in full audio-picture recap of your "interview,"
erasing all but the fewestframes of the previous tape as yourtape will
be obliterated by the next .32

Ryan's intimate and confessional purposes portended vid-
eotapes of the 1970s, in which the artist directly speaksto the
audience .
"TV as a Creative Medium" was extremely popular, and

Wiseextended it beyond the scheduled closing . But it was not
a show that was universally lauded in the art press. One dis-
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senter, critic Barbara Rose, wrote that the show was

an aptfinale to the 1969 artseason, in that it represented thepinnacle
of pretension and the nadir of achievement, the exhibition managed
to illustrate every current art-world cliche from "process art" . . . to the
spurious concept of "spectator involvement" . . . Generallythe level of
imagination in these works was so low that the tube was merely
treated as a kind of animated easel picture .3

Even if individual works were uneven,the overall impact re-
mains uncontested . Stories of those who first saw the poten-
tial of video at Howard Wise Gallery in 1969 abound . As a
writer for Time magazine, Michael Shamberg reviewed the
show . He was impressed by the work and immediately told
Gillette that he wanted to work with him and Raindance, then
in the formative stages as a profit-making corporation . Rus-
sell Connor, who was working at the Rose Art Museum at
Brandeis University in Waltham, Mass . found the exhibit
"staggering," and decidedtotryto show the workat his institu-
tion . The logisticsof this move proved complicated, and many
of the artists were interested in producing new pieces, so
Connor assembled a new show which opened in January
1970, "Vision & Television ."34 (Within the year Connor went
to direct NYSCA's newly established media program.) Like
many other artists, Steina Vasulka was struck by the pos-
sibilities of video, and the show inspired her firstwork : "I went
in there and saw Einstein blasting out, and it quite blew my
mind ." 35

1969 was a pivotal year for video-as well as politics ; the
Wise show introducedthe idea of exhibiting video art in a gal-
lery and WGBH in Boston produced a series of videotapes,
broadcast on March 23, The Medium Is the Medium . The art-
ists involved overlapped with the group in the Wise show :
Allan Kaprow, Paik, Piene, James Seawright, Tadlock, and
Tambellini . As a result, serious consideration of video as art
made its debut in the art press. Critic John Margolies wrote,
"Television is clearly ready to be recognized as an educa-
tional device and an artistic means of great influence . Analo-
gous to film, which was not considered an 'art' until it had
been around for many years, television is finally receiving
serious recognition." 3s

In 1969 and 1970, the Wise Gallery sponsored several
shows which added to its reputation as influential and pro-
gressive : an exhibition of sculpture by Frederick Kiesler; a
group show called "Kinesthetics" which included Lye, Juan
Downey, and Carson Jeffries, among others ; and the recon-
structed Light-Space Modulator, by Moholy-Nagy. During the
same period, Wise's concern about the Vietnam Wargrew.
He incorporated these concerns into the gallery's structure,
establishing an "information center" in the outer gallery
which, according to a press release, would "be of interest to
those who oppose our continued involvement in the In-
dochinaWar."There, information aboutanti-war groups, con-
gressional primaries, and constitutional issues was available
along with videotapes of current events such as demonstra-
tions, shot by the Videofreex and Raindance collectives and
edited by Ira Schneider.
Wise also sought new avenues of support for artists he

considered to be at the frontier of newtechnologies . In par-
ticular, he regarded Siegel as the "whiz kid" of the small,
energetic video community. After his participation in "TV as a
Creative Medium," Siegel traveled to Sweden and began de-
signing a video synthesizer. Upon his return to the U.S., he
approached Wise with the idea and Wise "was skeptical but
agreed to fund it," according to Siegel, who then went to San
Francisco to build a prototype. He recalls, "I was one of the
strongest instigators of the video movement, and I saw that
as my role. Both NamJune Paikand I did a lot of promotingto
Howard Wise of the idea that video was the next thing. . . .
Later when I came back to New York [after completing the
synthesizer] and there was no more Howard Wise Gallery, I
was surprised and a bit guilty."
Upon Siegel's completion of the synthesizer in 1970, Wise

and he differed on the question of howthe device should be
marketed . Wise wanted to license a manufacturer to build it .
Siegel did not agree:

In retrospect, it was an unfortunate misunderstanding . I was a purist
and didn't want television commercials to be made with the synthe-
sizer . Howard thought commercial workwouldbe okay . Looking back
now, it would have been better, because at least the synthesizer
would have been produced .

Siegel describes his relationship with Wise as symbiotic,
and it was similar to the kind of partnership that Wise has es-
tablished with many artists :

The attitude in those days was "We're all in this together doing our
own thing," and when that overlapped we worked together. Howard
could make use of the things I knew how to do, and in exchange he
could provide exposure and funds, which I did not know howtogeton
my own.

In December 1970, Wise exhibited "Three Sounds," by
Howard Jones, and decided it would be the final show in his
gallery . In fact, itwasthe only show he ever sold out. As Wise
remembers,

it wasone piece, and one person bought it-Malcolm Forbes. It con-
sisted of aluminum cases which were activated by various things-if
you walked between the light source and the sensor of the piece, it
would create a sound.There were different sensors all around the
room, so you could play different tunes. It was quite a sight in thegal-
lery to see people, in effect, dancing.

On December 15 Wise wrote a letter explaining his deci-
sion to close the gallery :

The most important considerations which have impelled me tomake
this decision are that many artists, among them some of the mostad-
venturesome, are focusing their energiesonworks ofsuch scopethat
these can only be hinted at in the Gallery, and cannot be shown or
realized here.These artists are going out of the Gallery into the envi-
ronment, the sky, the ocean, even into outer space. Others areseek-

ing imaginative ways of utilizing modern technology to humanize
people instead of for commercial or destructive purposes, which de-
humanize us all . . . .

I hope to contribute totherealizationof some ofthese Projects, par-
ticularly to thosewhich are susceptible of diffusion over television .

Most important of all, 1 feel I must tryto put to maximum social use
whatever I possess in the way of training, ability and experience . . . I
cannot stand idly by when the existence of oursociety and ourselves
as individuals is so darkly threatened . . . .

In perceiving the limitations of galleries, Wise was re-
sponding tochanges in the presentation of artwhich occurred
in the '60s . Many of his affiliated artists were involved in pro-
jects which, because of size and emphasis on environment,
had to be shown in public spaces . For instance, Otto Piene
began working with helium and creating large outdoor in-
flated sculpture . In 1967, five artists produced Kinetic Envi-
ronment in Central Park which, according to Willoughby
Sharp, "Tried to activate a quarter-mile cube of nature by
using natural kinetic elements like air, fire, fog, ice, smell,
smoke, and water."37 Sharp concluded, "If onewantstochar-
acterize the present stage of the art of light and movement,
one could say that due tothe rapidly increasing awareness of

Linear Relay (1970), an aluminum electronic piece with 20 speakers and 1 sound, by Howard Jones. From "Three Sounds" (1970), the final

exhibition at the Howard Wise Gallery .

past accomplishments there is a strong feeling of confidence
in the ability of the new art to reconstruct the world kineticly."

But in 1970 artists' interest in kinetic and lightsculpture began
to fade. Many of the same artists began making electronic art
while others produced largeoutdoor pieces ; few continued to
create sculpture . The reasons forthis are diverse. David Ber-
mant believes that the technology was still too cumbersome
and unsophisticated to be effectively used in art, and that
therewastoo little emphasis on howto maintain these works.
For his part, Wise turned to electronic art, and his interest in
video went beyond his curiosity about new technology ; it was
also political :

I wanted to do an anti-Vietnam War show in the late 1960s, and I
chose the subject of the constitution. I always felt and still do that we
really ought to teach our young people something about our rights
and our constitutional heritage . I asked'artists to submit ideas which I
would then plan to help them get into video, but I got so little that
seemed worthwhile. . . . You see, the reason I wanted to move in the
direction of video was that I felt it could get a story across without
making it propaganda. I thought the Vietnam War was an obscene
thing, and you knew damn well when you were watching Nixon on
television thathewas lyingthrough his teeth. That's one of thevirtues
of television. It does what artists have been trying todofor centuries.
It gets inside the exterior ofa person and lets you know what he is re-
ally thinking .

Howard made a serious effort to find a means of supportingthatwork .
For me, it was important to have someone who said "do it." Howard
was willing to see- 38 '

-David Cort

Howard Wise's activities exemplify a unique sensitivityto, and under-
standing of, how artists are transforming our perception and under-
standing of art and technology . Howard is a visionary humanist, and
at the basis of his activities is a profound concern for the potential of
technology in the hands of artists to contribute to the well-being and
health of our daily lives ss

-John Hanhardt

Wise spent most of 1971 planning and setting up his not-for-
profit organization Intermix, which he soon renamed Elec-
tronic Arts Intermix (EAI). His initial motive was to channel
funds to individual artists. Several artists' collectives had in-
corporated as non-profits in order to be eligible for grants
from NYSCA, which established a media program that year.
According to Frank Gillette, during the brief period Wise oc-

cupied the gallery space after it had closed, the group Per-
ception was formed . The original name and idea were con-
ceived by Siegel, who soon after the group's inception left for
India, and he had little connection thereafter. The other
founding member was Gillette, and Steina and Woody Va-
sulka soon joined . Perception defined itself.as "a group which

conducts research into methods and equipment through
which to make more effective presentation and communica-
tion of information by video."' Wise hoped to obtain money
for these artists and help them to produce work .
Then Wise moved his company to 2 W. 13th St. The origi-

nal board members were Wise, his wife Barbara, and Jerald
Ordover, the Wises' attorney. After incorporation, Intermix
applied to NYSCA and received funds for Perception ; the
Eighth Avant-Garde Festival, directed by Charlotte Moor-
man; andfor Open Circuits, a conference which took place in

1974 at the Museum of Modern Art. All together Intermix re-
ceived $35,000 from NYSCAthat first year, and its operating
budgetwasaround $42,000. Connor, then media program di-
rector at NYSCA, explains "There were four groups applying
to NYSCAat the time whowere in intense competition : Rain-
dance, Global Village, Videofreex, and People's VideoThea-
ter, and then there was Howard . Of course, it wasagreat re-
lief to talk to Howard, because he seemed so benevolent and
unselfish in comparison ."°'

Perception initially received funds for equipment, to con-
duct programs at a space called the Electronic Kitchen at
Mercer Arts Center (later, the Kitchen) established by the

Vasulkas and Andres Mannik, and to fund individual work,

primarily that of Gillette and Siegel . As the Vasulkas became
more involved in their ownwork and the Kitchen,42 other art-

ists in Perception-which soon consisted of Gillette, Siegel
(peripherally), Juan Downey, Andy Mann, Ira Schneider, and

Beryl Korot-pushed to get editing equipment in 1972 . As
Wise tells the story:

We got a grant from NYSCA fora deck and alittle editing set up in our
office . It didn't work out very well because theywere in and out at all
hours ofthe night, and artists are notparticularly known fortheir care
of an environment, particularly an office where you have to keep a lit-
tle order. Andy Mann, who knew a lot aboutthe technology, was wil-
ling to keep the equipment in his apartment, but then he was inter-
rupted at allhours of the night . That's when they cameto me and said,
"How about getting us an editing facility? We were notified that we
had to move [in 1973], and wecame to 84 Fifth Ave. and designed the
facility so that it can be used at night, becauseyou can haveaccess to
the editing facility without going through the office.'

The Avant-Garde Festival was the other major project

funded by EAI inthe early 1970s. Thefestivals, begun in 1963
by Charlotte Moorman and several other avant-garde com-

posers, were unconventional gatherings of artists involved in
performance, intermedia, dance, music, and sculpture . Each

year the event grew in size and notoriety . Moorman sup-
ported the festivals with artists' donations of time and mate-

rials and contributions from businesses . She recalls meeting

Wise for the first time in the late '60s when he and Barbara

traveled to Rhode Island to see her and Paik perform. She
describes Wise as a father figure immensely supportive of
her work. Wise was impressed by Moorman's ability to sur-

mount all obstacles in producing her events, and he began
helping her with the festivals in 1970 : getting grants, helping
with management, providing legal advice as well as the ser-

vices of his lawyer, going to meetings with her, and lending

his influence. He also helped to bring video into the festival .

The 1971 festival was held at the 69th Regiment Infantry Ar-

mory, and included premieres of the Paik/Abe and Siegel
synthesizers, Video Ferris Wheel, by Shirley Clarke, Video
Kinetic Environment, by the Vasulkas, and videotapes by

Douglas Davis, Ken Dominick, Ralph Hocking, Tambellini,

and the Videofreex . In 1972, the festival was held aboard the
Alexander Hamilton Hudson Riverboat at South Street Sea-
port, and included an even longer fist of video artists, includ-

ing Downey, Gillette, Mann, and Shigeko Kubota.
Wise supported and helped to manage the Avant-Garde

Festivals until 1977, when he decided that Moorman should
incorporate on her own. Speaking about their collaboration

she says,

Mr . Wise has neverstopped helping me . For me to make a list of all of



the performancesthat he has madepossible is basicallythe same as
my biography. Somewhere, he has done somethingforalmostevery
performance, and I have done hundreds of performances . He is al-
ways such an elegant gentleman and his help isn't always financial ;
many times it would be an influential person we needed to reach .

The 1974 Festival-held at Shea Stadium with a 12-hour
video program displayed on the newAdvent color video pro-
jector-was dedicated to Howard Wise.

In 1973 EAI published a brochure called At the Leading
Edge ofArt which described the video community, possible
directions for the medium, and activities of the organization .
Outlining the potential of distribution systems such as cable
television and cassette distribution as well as the problems of
artists' access to equipment and to the broadcast networks,
the booklet appears foresighted and amarker on the timeline
of the gradual exploration and establishment of new outlets .
Indeed, manyofthese issues remain current. When thispub-
lication appeared, EAI was supporting Perception, Vasulka
Video, the Kitchen, the Avant-Garde Festival, the Open Cir-
cuits conference, and the Midnight Opera Company (an
opera troupe based at the Kitchen which used video exten-
sively as a stage device). Soon after, most of these projects

became autonomous, and EAI changedfrom an organization
which managed and supported separate activities to one
consisting of two central functions : an editing facility and a
distribution service.
By 1973 the video community in New York City had ex-

panded . Organizations such as Downtown Community Tele-
vision (DCTV) and the Television Laboratory at WNET-TV
had sprung up . The Whitney Museum began to includevideo
in its Biennial exhibition, and since 1972 Castelli-Sonnabend
Videotapes and Films represented the distribution arm of the
gallery. At the same time, many of the artists in Perception
who had been using the editing facility at EAI began to pres-
sure Wise to find a means of distributing work, and EAI re-
ceived funding from the NEA to conduct a feasibility study
and establish a pilot distribution operation. Deciding that the
only way to find out if distribution was feasible was to try it,
Wise initiated the Artists Videotape Distribution Service in
1973 .

In 1974 the editing equipment from Perception, which by
then had disbanded, was transferred to EAI's Editing/Post-
Production Facility . Editing there was then done on ahands-
on basis, with artists paying an hourly rate to use the equip-
ment available around the clock. This system was later up-
graded with a grantfrom the Rockefeller Foundation in 1978.
Artists nowpay $25.00 per hour to edit, assisted by avideo
technician,"" on a system which includes 1/2 and 3/4 inch
equipment and a time-base corrector; EAI's editing facility
has subsequently been copied by many other post-produc-
tion houses . While it is still a vital part of the organization, its
importance has diminished somewhat as the Distribution
Service has gained prominence .
EAI's circulating video collection is now the most com-

prehensive in the U.S . Few organizations have leapt on the
distribution bandwagon, preferring instead to concentrate on
post-production. Castelli-Sonnabend distributes a number of
artists' tapes (including work by ex-EAlers Gillette and Down-
ey), but the gallery tends to represent a specific kind of
work-art-world oriented, by artists who also work in other
media. Very recently organizations like the Kitchen, the
Museum of Modern Art, and the Whitney Museum (through
the American Federation for the Arts) have tentatively begun
to distribute tapes, and, outside of New York, Video Data
Bank in Chicago, University Community Video in Min-
neapolis, and the Media Project in Portland, Ore. rent and sell
tapes. The collection at EAI, however, remains the most im-
portant group of tapes.

Howard has not only done a lot for video-makers in the creating of

Electronic Arts Intermix buthas spoken outand fought forthe rights of
video artists when he felt they were being taken advantage of by
others. His energy, commitment and passion havebeen animportant
factor in the developmentof video art . 4s

-EdEmshwiller

Entities like Howard Wise's Electronic Arts Intermix have to carry the
weight as lonely outposts of support. There should be many, many
more places like that in New York City. There are very few places
where artists can go to edit tape at a pricethey can afford, but at EAI
there is also a good, creative ambience . Electronic Arts Intermix is
video. Howard's contribution has been incalculable .

-WilloughbySharp

When EAI published its first catalogue in 1975, it listed more
than 100 videotapes by video artists : Davis, Downey, Em-
shwiller, Gillette, Kubota, Mann, Paik, Schneider, Siegel,
Stan VanDerBeek, the Vasulkas, Bill Viola, the Ant Farm and
TVTV collectives, as well as work produced for KQED,
WGBH, and WNET . The collection has since grown to in-
clude over 350 videotapes in active distribution, with a larger
collection of early work available for screening (works in out-
dated formats and early tapes which, for various reasons, are

Howard Wise introducing Charlotte Moorman at the Paik/Moorman performances forthe Nam June Paik exhibition at the Whitney Museumof
American Art in 1982 . Photograph by Catherine Skopic .

no longer in distribution) . While the distribution service has
steadily expanded, in the past five, and especially the past
two years rentals have increased significantly, according to
Lori Zippay, EAI's administrator. Artists are contracted by EAI
on a non-exclusive basis and receive 50% of rental and sales
fees, 60% in the case of sales for cable or broadcast."' Zip-
pay notes that approximately one third of EAI's business is
withforeign markets (EAI has representatives in Paris, Berlin,
and Tokyo), and that recently many universities have added
video to their curricula. As the audienceforvideo widens, EAI
increasingly assumes the role of an educational institution,
providing historical and descriptive information along with the
tapes.
The collection at EAI in its diversity and range, is also very

much the product of Wise's vision and taste . It has expanded
far beyond the initial core artists, adding tapes by Barbara
Buckner, Skip Blumberg, Peter D'Agostino, DCTV, Kit
Fitzgerald, Shalom Gorewitz, Gary Hill, John Sanborn, Dan
Sandin, Edin Velez, and others . Their videotape catalogue
also reveals diversity ; a history of broadcasting, a portrait of
activist Helen Caldicott, a documentary on Agent Orange, an
introduction to Haitian art, and atapeonthe Pritikin diet hint at
a rather eclectic method, not unlike Moorman's democratic
selection of artists participating in the Avant-Garde Festivals .
One with the unmistakable stamp of Howard Wise.
Wise established Electronic Arts Intermix as an organiza-

tion to serve video artists, and to that end he has created a
paradigm for media arts organizations . Beyond EAI's role as
one of the first media groups, it is also very much a personal
venture. While EAI is now financially viable, receiving regular
funds from NYSCA and NEA, with an operating budget of
about $250,000, Wise has never taken a salary . Wise also
continues to quietly fund other organizations such as MIT's
CenterforAdvanced Visual Studies, events such as theWhit-
ney Museum's Paik retrospective, and artists' projects which
could not find other patrons.
Wise has still not lost interest in video, although he does ac-

knowledge that it has become less novel and somewhat less
political than at the onset. As a humanist and politically con-
scious person, Wise is now concentrating on an issue which
is of wider concern and potentially more devastating than the
future of video art-the threat of nuclear war. Recently he
wrote,

I propose that we urge and encourage the Media Artists to dedicate
their attention, their talents and their sensitivites to promote, through
their art, an understanding of the problem posed by the presence of
50,000 nuclear warheads in our midst, poised and set to go (whether
by accident or design, it makes no difference) and to avoid if it is hu-
manly possible the final Holocaustwhich will consume us all, friends
and enemies alike .47

In addition to encouraging artists to take a political stand on
this issue and express it in their art, EAI now circulates sev-
eral tapes which deal with nuclear war: Erik Bamouw's
Hiroshima-Alagaski, August 1945: The Case oftheA-Bomb
Footage and Hiroshima : The People's Legacy, produced by
Japan Broadcasting Association (NHK).

Given Wise's political interest, his history as a supporterof
the arts, and his awareness of new technologies andthe polit-
ical nature of art, it is not surprising that he has wholeheart-
edly directed his energy to an important global movement .
His is a persuasive concept of the role of artists in society and
the responsibility of artists to technology and social change,
which many may not share but might consider .
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